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The effect of window material on electron beam induced phenomena in liquid phase electron microscopy (LPEM)
is an interesting yet under-explored subject. We have studied the differences of electron beam induced gold
nanoparticle (AuNP) growth subject to three encapsulation materials: Silicon Nitride (Si3N4), carbon and for
mvar. We find Si3N4 liquid cells (LCs) to result in significantly higher AuNP growth yield as compared to LCs
employing the other two materials. In all cases, an electrical bias of the entire LC structures significantly affected
particle growth. We demonstrate an inverse correlation of the AuNP growth rate with secondary electron (SE)
emission from the windows. We attribute these differences at least in part to variations in SE emission dynamics,
which is seen as a combination of material and bias dependent SE escape flux (SEEF) and SE return flux (SERF).
Furthermore, our model predictions qualitatively match electrochemistry expectations.

1. Introduction
Liquid phase electron microscopy (LPEM) is a rapidly developing
technique capable of nm and even Å scale resolution of in-situ physical,
chemical or biological structures and processes [1–3]. While limitations
to contrast and resolution in LPEM have remained a major discussion
point ever since the inception of the technique [4,5], approaches to
wards improving imaging conditions are continually developed [6–8].
Recent theoretical work by de Jonge has provided guidelines to match
samples to the most appropriate imaging methods and to optimize the
relevant electron dose requirements [9]. The latter is crucial, as the
success of most LPEM experiments demands a trade-off between desired
spatial resolution and unwanted beam effects through excessive dose
[10]. Radiolysis of water is a primary driving force of such effects,
particularly in samples where solution chemistry or biological systems
are being studied [3,11–14]. Seminal work by Schneider et al. quanti
tatively described the radiochemistry of water as applied to LPEM sys
tems, with special focus on electron dose rate, lateral liquid cell
geometry, and solution pH [15]. The action of graphene as a sacrificial

radical scavenger, protecting organic species from oxidative damage in
LPEM imaging, has been demonstrated by Cho et al. [16]. This was
corroborated by Keskin and de Jonge, who found that microtubules
suffer less structural degradation in the few nm spatial resolution regime
when imaged in graphene LC’s as compared to cryogenic preparation
[17]. This and other work by Yuk et al. and Wang et al. indicate gra
phene has advantages over conventional Si3N4 as a choice for liquid cell
(LC) window material [18,19].
Fundamental considerations, however, suggest that the role of LC
window material on radiolytic products should extend beyond their
potential action as sacrificial radical scavengers. Hydrated (aqueous)
electrons ( e-aq) are known to be one of the most reactive and important
radiolytic species formed by ionizing radiation in water through the
process of secondary electron (SE) generation [20]. With SEs as pre
cursors of e-aq, the generation and dynamics of the former will play an
important role in the radiochemistry occurring in a LC [21]. SEs are the
lowest energy electrons excited by the primary electron (PE) beam that
still have sufficient energy to overcome the material work function and
thus capable of escaping into the vacuum. The typical emitted SE energy
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spectrum exhibits a strong peak in the 2-5 eV range, although conven
tionally all emitted electrons below 50 eV are regarded as SEs [22].
While SE emission is commonly used as a surface sensitive signal in
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), it is relatively rarely employed in
TEM/STEM [22,23]. Specimen charging, a direct result of SE emission,
is however a widely discussed phenomenon in TEM (also LPEM), and has
been described and explained in some detail [24–26]. Due to their low
energy, the mean free path (MFP) of SEs in a material is in the few nm
range, with insulators (e.g. Si3N4) generally showing a larger MFP in the
order of 10 nm as compared to conductors (e.g. carbon) with less than 5
nm [27]. The ratio of the number of SE leaving a surface to the number
of incident primary electrons, or SE emission coefficients σ, are in the
range of a few percent, and cause significant SE effects at interfaces, in
particular the window:vacuum or window:liquid boundaries [28]. These
effects show a strong dependence on the relevant material properties
and local potentials. Gupta et al. numerically investigated the effect of
differences in SE emission properties on local chemistry at interfaces
inside a LC in some detail, confirming that the concentration of impor
tant radical species such as e-aq can be greatly affected in the proximity
of solid/liquid interfaces [11]. Experimental studies of such phenomena,
including considerations of the role of SE currents emitted into vacuum,
are however lacking in the LPEM community.
Herein, we present a systematic comparative study of in situ electron
beam induced radiolysis by observing gold nanoparticle (AuNP) growth
dynamics for a selection of widely used LC window materials: Si3N4,
amorphous carbon, and Formvar. AuNP growth dynamics was chosen as
the model system as it has been extensively investigated [15,21,29–32].
Si3N4 is the most commonly utilized window material in LC research,
and therefore an essential component of our study. Carbon, a commonly
used substrate in conventional TEM, has been selected here as a cost
effective and easier to handle proxy for the more widely employed
graphene LC approaches and due to a growing interest in this window
material [33,34]. Si3N4 and carbon represent two major classes of ma
terials; insulator and conductor, which are expected to exhibit different
SE dynamics behavior through the alternate current flow and charge
accumulation properties. While Formvar (polyvinyl formal) is
commonly used as a sample substrate in conventional TEM, it was
recently successfully employed in an liquid-cell/micro-chamber TEM
experiment [35]. Therefore to additionally investigate the feasibility of
formvar as a LC window, we included it in this study.
We chose anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) support structures similar
to what was presented by Lim et al. as a universal LC platform for our
investigations [36] . This structure promotes even liquid distribution of
a desired thickness over large fields of view by acting as a spacer sup
port. In addition, it creates individually-isolated liquid cells which is
ideal in mitigating the migration of radiolytic species, thus providing
well defined chemical nanochambers [15,37-39].

contains roughly 20 AAO wells that are fully in the field of view. These
were selected for further analysis, while the partially cut off wells on the
edges were neglected. The growth of AuNPs in each of the selected wells
was analyzed and averaged across the three regions. Following the
image acquisition, further images were recorded to estimate the
apparent scattering liquid layer thickness following a procedure adapted
from Azim et al. in which the mean image intensity at two objective
apertures was recorded [7]. Representative TEM micrographs show
casing the AuNP growth are depicted in Fig. 1a.
From the micrographs in Fig. 1a, it is clear that the AuNP growth
depends on the window material. In particular, Si3N4 exhibited particles
of uniform size, whereas a broader size distribution was observed for the
carbon and formvar windows. To compare the growth with the three
window materials, the total hemispherical AuNP volume present in the
viewing region was calculated [41]. The results are shown in Fig. 1b. It is
apparent that the growth rate of total hemispherical volume with
increasing dose is larger for Si3N4 as compared with carbon and formvar,
which exhibit similar growth.
We observed instances of preferred growth at the AAO pore pe
ripheries, possibly due to preferential in-scattering of SEs at the Al2O3:
liquid boundary [11]. The consistently observed high growth rate is
followed by a plateau likely due to dynamic equilibrium. Considering
this, and that minimal growth was observed between the individual
wells, we regard the AAO to act as individually sealed liquid-cells.
Two parameters in the bulk liquid that could influence AuNP growth
are the concentration of precursor solution and liquid thickness [42,43].
In this case, the 20 mM HAuCl4 solution was the same for all window
assemblies. Park et al., Wang et al. observed morphological differences
when the liquid layer was thin (< 250 nm) or thick (> 1 µm) [21,44]. In
Fig. 1a, no morphological differences such as rods and spurs were
observed. Furthermore, for the three liquid cell assemblies, the average
liquid thickness of the AAO wells was 97 ± 18, 157 ± 4 nm and 81 ± 8
nm for Si3N4, carbon and formvar, respectively. We note that the vari
ation of growth rates between individual wells is significantly lower for
formvar. We hypothesize that this is related to higher homogeneity and
the material properties.
2.2. Electrical bias dependent growth
We have established a clear influence of the window material on the
total hemispherical volume of Au. Scholtz et al. reported how different
escape depths of conductive and insulating materials directly influence
the SE emission [45]. To investigate the influence that the SE emission,
locally composed of SE escape flux (SEEF) and return flux (SERF), has on
the radiolytic reduction of Au3+, we applied a bias of -20 V, 0 V, and +20
V to the specimen relative to the holder held at ground potential. A
schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 2a. The AuNP growth for no bias,
negative bias, and positive bias are shown in Fig. 2b.
When no bias (0 V) is applied to the window materials (Figs. 1b and
2b, green line), the total hemispherical volume is the greatest for the
insulating Si3N4 windows, whereas the formvar and carbon grids exhibit
a similar growth with increasing cumulative dose.
When we applied a bias of -20 V to the windows, there was a decrease
in the growth for carbon, Si3N4 and formvar (Fig. 2b, blue line).
Remarkably at -20 V, the variation between runs for all windows
decreased drastically. SERF therefore not only increases AuNP growth,
but also significantly affects the spatial and temporal variation. A bias of
+20 V resulted in a major increase in growth for the carbon windows
(Fig. 2b, orange line). For the Si3N4 and formvar windows, the +20 V
bias did not significantly influence the total hemispherical volume.
Furthermore, the positive bias resulted in increased inconsistent growth
between runs.
As before the two aperture method was used to measure the liquid
thickness in lieu of EELS. The liquid thickness and standard error of the
mean of three regions are shown in Table 1.
For the respective window materials, we found a comparable

2. Results and discussion
2.1. Influence of window material on AuNP growth
The formation of AuNPs requires a transfer of charge from the bulk
radiolytic species to the HAuCl4 precursor solution. The reduction of
Au3+ predominantly occurs with e-aq due to its large reduction potential
(-2.9 V) compared to other reducing species such as hydrogen (H•) and
hydroxide (OH-) radicals at +1.8 and -2.3 V, respectively [40]. Detailed
calculations by Schneider et al. suggest a dose rate dependence on the
steady state concentration of these species [15]. Our aim is to employ
the AuNP growth as a reporter event for the influence of the window
material and SE emission on radiolytic species at a constant dose rate.
To observe the nucleation and growth of AuNPs, movies were
recorded on a TEM operated at 200 keV, at a fixed dose rate of 24 e-/Å2s
with an exposure time of 0.5 s per frame and a magnification corre
sponding to a camera pixel size of 0.34 nm. This was repeated and
averaged for three regions in each assembled liquid cell. Each region
2
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Fig. 1. AuNP growth in assembled AAO liquid cells with carbon, formvar, and Si3N4 windows, in which no bias is applied. a) An overview of the imaging area at a
cumulative dose of 12 e-/Å2 is shown in the left column, scale bar 50 nm. The AuNP growth in one AAO well, is highlighted with the colored box. The scale bar of the
individual AAO well is 50 nm. b) Average total hemispherical volume of three regions with increased cumulative dose. Shaded regions represent the standard error of
the mean.

Fig. 2. a) Schematic of the liquid cell holder with the ability to bias the window. b) Influence of bias on AuNPs total hemispherical volume for the three window
materials: carbon, formvar, and Si3N4 when no bias, 20 V and -20 V was applied. Shaded regions represent the standard error of the mean between three runs.
Table 1
Average liquid thickness (nm) and standard error of mean.

Table 2
Secondary electron current (σ SE).

Window

-20 V

20 V

0V

Carbon
Formvar
Si3N4

154 ± 1
92 ± 1
122±6

163 ± 12
89 ± 5
108±12

157 ± 4
81 ± 8
97±18

average liquid thickness for the no biased and biased runs. This elimi
nates the possibility that differences in thickness could account for
different growth. The fact that the carbon LC assembly with the thickest
liquid layer did not produce the greatest volume, suggests that it’s the
window properties rather than the liquid thickness that is instrumental
to the AuNP growth.

Bias (V)

Carbon
σSE

Formvar
σSE

Si3N4
σSE

-20
20
0

26.0
1.7
25.2

0.7
0.8
0.4

1.5
1.6
1.6

Higher σSE values corresponds to more SEEF escaping towards the
vacuum or captured by the holder. The most prominent difference in
AuNP growth with the application of a bias in Fig. 2 was in case of a
carbon window, which is also reflected in the σSE values.
With the application of a positive bias (20 V), the σ SE value decreases
by an order of magnitude, whereas a negative bias marginally increases
σ SE.
Surprisingly, the σSE values for formvar and Si3N4 did not substan
tially vary with bias, even though locally there is expected to be a sig
nificant bias dependency (σ SE) as suggested by our model introduced in
the subsequent section. We attribute the results in Table 2 to the

2.2.1. SE Escape Current Measurement
To investigate if SEEF and/or SERF is attributable to the different
growth profiles observed in Figure 2, the current was measured
following the biased movie acquisition. The results of σSE are shown in
Table 2.
3
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insulating nature of the formvar and Si3N4 windows, which hampers
current flow to the sourcemeter. Additionally, the formvar window was
supported on a 3 mm copper TEM grid and silver paint was applied to
the backside of the Si3N4. Therefore it is likely that only a small fraction
of the SEEF was measured with this setup, making the results in Table 2
misleading in terms of actual microscopic secondary emission dynamics.

reduced growth but also the low variation between runs with negative
bias in Fig. 2 as the effect of SERF electrons, which are highly sensitive to
locally changing surface properties are suppressed.
In case of no bias, some SERF is attracted to the positively charged
annular region, resulting in partial or full neutralization. As a result, the
retention electric field in the center region is no longer damped,
resulting in reduced SEEF. The reduction in SEEF with the removal of the
negative bias, results in an increase in SERF for both the conductive and
insulating windows (Fig. 3) and an increase in AuNP growth (Fig. 2).
Additionally, in the case of the conductive window, some SERF from the
annular region is conducted back to the center through radial currents
(Ic) in the window material [25,51] (Fig. 2 Carbon). A positive bias in
turn leads to even larger SERF in the annular region and negative
charging; this in turn leads to an enhancement of the center electric
field, further reduction of SEEF as measured by σ SE(Table 2), and
concomitant enhanced AuNP growth. The enhanced radial return cur
rent (Ic) in the conductive window in addition to the more efficient
distribution of external bias potential could explain the relatively large
growth enhancement seen for the positively biased carbon LC in Fig. 2.
Considering this, a more conductive graphene window would be
influenced even more by the positive and negative biases than the car
bon window. With the insulating windows, we attribute the minor
changes in AuNP growth between no bias and positive bias (Fig. 2,
formvar and Si3N4) to be due to the lack of radical return currents (Ic).
Loh et al. and Tan et al. reported an increase in AuCl-4 concentration
at positively charged Si3N4 surfaces [30,52]. This concentration
gradient of precursor ions leads to increased growth at the
window-liquid interface [30,42,43,52]. Mehdi et al. attributed this to an
increase in the electric field at the window: liquid interface [53].
Therefore we propose for the conductive and insulating window mate
rials presented here, the difference in growth observed in Fig. 2 is due to
the different charging properties, SEEF, and SERF.

2.2.2. Description of the model
In order to understand the bias dependence of SE emission (Table 2)
and Au growth from Fig. 2b, we developed a model (Fig. 3) that de
scribes the SE dynamics based on the window properties and external
bias. Herein we refer to the carbon LC window as “conductive” and the
Si3N4 and formvar LC windows as “insulating.” In the case of the two
insulating window materials, Si3N4 has a larger dielectric breakdown
strength than formvar and thus supports a higher charge density. This
results in larger electric fields and an increase in SERF. Due to the cur
rent window thicknesses being larger than the SE escape depths, the
influence of window thicknesses is not considered [27].
Since primary beam current (Ip) exposure results in positive window
charging due to SE emission, the illuminated region is always positively
charged [10,24–26,46]. The global specimen pre-exposure from beam
alignments likewise causes the surrounding annular region to initially
exhibit a positive charge. The reason why charging also occurs for
nominally conductive materials such as carbon is due to the buildup of
an insulating contamination layer on the surface [47]. In the case of
carbon, this causes a slightly positive and negative charging inside and
outside the illuminated region, respectively [48–50]. The insulating
Si3N4 is therefore qualitatively similar to carbon in terms of charging
effects, the difference lies mainly in the magnitude. The combined
charge states of the center and annular region result in an electric field
(Fig. 3, potential lines), which in turn affects the SEEF and SERF.
In the case of a negative bias, both conductive and insulating win
dows exhibit very little SERF in the annular region. Thus, the initial
positive charge is preserved, damping the retention electric field due to
the highly charged center (Fig. 3, potential lines). This results in
increased SEEF and a decrease in solvated electrons. Due to more
charging in the insulating window, the SEEF is larger with the conduc
tive window, as shown in Table 2. This model not only explains the

2.2.4. Simulating the surface electric field and SERF
In order to quantify the predictions of our model, we performed
electric field calculations and particle tracking simulations. Briefly, the
SE emission (SEE) region was modelled as a circular patch with a 1 µm
radius held at constant positive potential, surrounded by a large annular

Fig. 3. Schematic of the SE return flux (SERF), escape flux (SEEF) and electric field potential lines in the conductive (gray) and insulating (purple) window materials
in the case when a negative bias (left column), positive bias (middle column) and no bias (right column) is applied to the LC assembly and the outside holder is set to
ground and based off of the simulation parameters: beam radius (R) of 1 µm, annulus (Ro) of 50 µm, window height (W) of 10 nm. Also shown are the radial
conduction (Ic) from the returning electrons.
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region with varying charge depending on the different cases 1 a-c and 2
a-c in Fig. 4.
Fig 4, 1 a-c and 2 a-c depict the simulated SERF for negative (a),
positive (b) and zero (c) bias. The potential magnitude in both the center
(irradiated) region and surrounding annulus was set larger in case of the
insulating window compared with the conductive one. Setting the
annulus potential negative, zero and positive, corresponding to positive,
zero and negative annulus bias respectively yields the SERF scatter plots
in Fig. 4 a-c. Clearly, SERF is significantly higher in all regions for the
insulating window compared to the conductive window. Also, an
increasing positive bias leads to increasing SERF in both the center and
annulus regions. The radially averaged histograms (Fig. 4d) depict the
fraction of SERF from the total initial secondary electron emission cur
rent density (SEE) at the plane of emission (SERF/SEE). A significant
proportion between 0.1 - 0.25 occurs in the center region for all cases,
with an increase in SERF with increasing positive bias in both the center
and annular region up to 3 µm. The simulated potential maps are rep
resented in the SERF/SEEF schematic (Fig. 3) and in the SI. The depth of
the electron retaining potential increases with increasing positive bias,
and is also deeper for the insulating window compared with the
conductive one, with corresponding effect on the SERF. Our simulations
are thus in line with the window material and bias dependent AuNP
growth results, assuming 1) that SERF increases the concentration of
solvated electrons in the liquid layer and 2) that the radial currents (Ic)
increase with conductivity (Fig. 3).

Representative micrographs for carbon and Si3N4 are shown in Fig. 5.
The columns a depict the periphery of the beam (red line) and a
region selected to showcase AAO wells inside and outside of the beam
(white box). A high magnification image of this region is shown in
column B. To highlight the growth outside of the beam, representative
AAO wells are shown in last columns C and D. With both window ma
terials and all biases, growth is observed outside of the irradiated region
(red circle). Furthermore, in the case of Si3N4 the polydispersity of the
particle size increases outside of the irradiated area (SI Fig. 2).
The resolution of the lower magnification (1.25 nm pixel size) before
and after images did not allow for individual particle picking as previ
ously carried out. Therefore to determine if particle growth occurred
further beyond the beam, a Structural Similarity Index Measurement
(SSIM) was calculated based off of the luminance, contrast and structure
of the before and after images [54]. This was repeated for three regions.
The averaged values ranging from 0 to 1 were calculated, with 1 cor
responding to no change between the two images [55]. The SSIM results
are shown in Table 3.
Following two minutes of irradiation at 24 e-/A˚2s a bias of 20 V
resulted in the most change in the periphery followed by 0 V and -20 V
for the Si3N4 and carbon windows. Growth outside the region of illu
mination has been observed for Ag nanoparticles and metal-organic
frameworks (MOFs) between two Si3N4 windows [56, 57]. In these
cases, the growth was attributed to the diffusion of radical species. As
the simulations (Fig. 4) show SERF/SEE beyond the beam and we
consider the AAO to act as individually sealed micro-wells, we propose
SERF to play a larger role than diffusion. Therefore these results serve as
a qualitative basis that the proposed model that AuNP growth increases
with SERF and bias is plausible.

2.2.5. SE Return Flux (SERF) outside of the beam
Our model relies on the balance between SEEF and SERF, with both
occurring inside the beam and only SERF outside the region of illumi
nation. The previous σSE measurements show that both the SEEF
(Table 2) and AuNP growth (Fig. 2 B) vary between window material
and applied bias. However, due to the design of the liquid cell holder,
direct measurement of SERF inside and outside of the beam was not
possible.
To qualitatively investigate SERF outside of the beam, images with a
lower magnification (larger field of view) at 1.25 nm pixel size (10.000
nominal magnification) were acquired before and after recording the
AuNP growth for two minutes at high magnification (pixel size of 0.34
nm, 40.000 nominal magnification) at a dose rate of 24 e-/Å2s. [2]. After
the movie acquisition, a high magnification image was acquired of AAO
wells both inside and outside of the originally illuminated area.

2.3. Gated AuNP Growth
Sample bias dependence of AuNP growth was verified in the previous
section, and a model was presented which predicts bias dependent
variation of SEEF and SERF that agrees qualitatively with observed
emission currents and AuNP growth. There was however no direct
measurement of the proposed electrostatic fields resulting from charge
buildup. To provide additional proof for the correlated modulation of
AuNP growth and SEEF/SERF, we implemented a setup allowing for a
more direct study as illustrated in Fig. 6. Instead of the bias modulation
of long range SE emission escaping in the vacuum, this structure allows

Fig. 4. Simulated SERF for conductive (1) and insulating windows (2). a-c depict the simulated SERF for negative, positive and zero bias, respectively. 1d and 2d are
the corresponding radial histograms from the center to 3 µm for conductive and insulating windows, showcasing the ratio of SERF to SEE particle density.
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Fig. 5. a) AuNP growth after two minutes of irradiation in carbon and Si3N4 liquid cells. The red circle represents the periphery of the beam. The white box
represents the region inside and outside of the beam. Micrographs of the respective regions are shown in column b while representative AAO wells are displayed in
columns c and d. The scale bar represents 50 nm in all instances.

This again ensures the observed trends are not due to liquid layer fluc
tuations. Relative to VA = VB, setting VA < VB and VA > VB resulted in an
increase and decrease in growth, respectively. This implies modulation
of the SEEF and SERF at the liquid:Si3N4 boundary. Consider first the
equal bias case (Fig. 6); SE emission in the Si3N4 layer leads to electron
depletion and positive charging until an equilibrium between SE flux
from liquid to Si3N4 and vice versa is reached. Applying a relative
negative bias at the carbon gate electrode results in an additional elec
tric field in the Si3N4 which directs a portion of SEs generated in the
Si3N4 layer into the liquid layer. Similarly, some SEs injected from the
liquid layer into the Si3N4 are directed back into the liquid layer, leading
to increased reduction of Au3+ ions. For the positive bias case, SEs
generated in the Si3N4 are less likely to be injected into the liquid layer
due to the applied electric field attracting electrons to the carbon gate
electrode. Also, SEs injected from the liquid layer into the Si3N4 are less
likely to return. The Au growth curves in Fig. 7 clearly show the ex
pected differences subject to the applied biases.

Table 3
SSIM values for carbon and Si3N4 outside of beam.
Voltage(V)

Si3N4

Carbon 20

20 V
0
-20

0.336 ± 0.021
0.368 ± 0.007
0.373±0.005

0.275 ± 0.020
0.288 ± 0.018
0.290±0.010

for active control of large electric fields within the Si3N4 window itself
through a 5 nm carbon layer deposited on the vacuum facing side of the
window [24]. A standard 3 mm carbon TEM grid was used to seal the
assembly at the top side. The entire assembly was biased at 10 V relative
to ground in order to minimize the SEEF on both the carbon and the
C-Si3N4 side. Electric field modulations in the Si3N4 layer were achieved
by applying a bias of 10 ± 1 V (9 V, 10 V and 11 V) to the carbon coating
resulting in the biases of VA = VB, VA < VB, and VA > VB respectively. As
before, we measured the AuNP growth, liquid thickness and calculated
the total hemispherical volume. Fig. 7 depicts the results.
The average liquid thickness within the AAO wells was 166 ± 13,
166 ± 11, and 180 ± 6 for VA = VB, VA < VB, and VA > VB respectively.

Fig. 6. AuNP growth from biased gating. Electrical hookup for modulating AuNP growth for the different biases and schematic of suggested SE electron paths in
response to different applied gating voltages.
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4. Experimental
4.1. Transmission electron microscopy
TEM was performed on a JEOL JEM-2100 operated at 200 keV.
Bright-field micrographs were recorded at room temperature with a
TVIPS TemCam F216 camera with no energy filter.
4.2. Formvar TEM grid preparation
The formvar TEM grid preparation was based off of the procedure
described by Both et al. [58]. Herein a drop of 0.3% solution of formvar
dissolved in 1,2-dichloroethane was dropcast onto water in a glass dish
(diameter 9 cm) using a glass pipette. The formvar solution spread on
top of the water surface. Glow discharged, 400 mesh TEM copper grids
(purchased from Plano GmbH) were placed on top of the floating for
mvar film. To remove the TEM grids, the back-side of the floating TEM
grids were touched with a piece of parafilm cut to the dimensions of the
floating grids. This allowed for the easy removal of all of the formvar
coated grids. The grids were left to dry for 30 min before subsequent use.

Fig. 7. Total hemispherical volume with increased cumulative dose for AuNP
grown by modulating the bias applied to the C-Si3N4 window. The carbon TEM
grid and holder was kept at 10 V, whereas the C-Si3N4 window was either
equally biased, negatively or positively biased towards carbon or VA = VB, VA
< VB, and VA > VB respectively.

4.4. AAO Fabrication
The AAO liquid cell fabrication was based off of Lim et al. [36]. A
square sheet of AAO from the as-provided 15 × 15 mm membrane, cut
with a razor blade on a glass slide with the AAO side up and poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) side facing down. The sheet has inter-pore dis
tances of 125 nm, pore diameters between 70-90 nm and a thickness of
130 nm (UT125-079-130, from top membranes technology). A 0.3 µl
drop of ddH2O was placed on the center of the 3 mm TEM grid (formvar
or carbon coated S160 mesh 400 TEM grids from PLANO). The grid was
touched to the AAO sheet, leaving the PMMA on top. The liquid was
allowed to evaporate and the grid was flipped upside down and placed in
a custom TEM grid holder that accommodates 12 grids (Fig. 8c). This
holder was placed in a glass petri-dish, acetone (Sigma Aldrich) was
added to dissolve the PMMA. The acetone was replaced two times over
the course of four hours.
In the case of the Si3N4 window, a similar procedure was applied
except the Si3N4 chips were glow discharged for 30 seconds. To account
for the increased hydrophilicity and liquid spreading, 0.5 µl drop of
ddH2O was placed on the center of the nitride chip. Furthermore the
chip was placed in a custom liquid cell chip holder, face side up (Fig. 8a).
The top clamp acted to secure the AAO to the Si3N4 chip (Fig. 8b).

3. Conclusion
Herein the commercially available AAO sheet allowed for the
removal of difficult nano-fabrication steps required for nano-well
fabrication. We showed that the AAO adheres to carbon, formvar, and
Si3N4 windows, and that formvar is a suitable window material for 3 mm
liquid cells. Direct comparison of the beam induced radiolysis with the
three LC assemblies revealed that the window conductivity influences
the total AuNP hemispherical volume, with increasing conductivity
decreasing AuNP growth. Therefore these results affirm the use of
conductive window materials as a way to mitigate adverse beam effects.
Through biasing the window we demonstrated the ability to increase or
decrease AuNP growth. Although the conductive carbon window was
most influenced by biases, generally a bias of 20 V increased the growth
and not only -20 V decreased the total hemispherical AuNP volume but
also decreased the variation between runs. The ability to bias the LC
holder will allow for improved control of future LC experiments. Our
custom made liquid cell holder also allowed for the measurement of σ SE.
Although the σ SE was low for the insulating windows, carbon showed a
decrease by an order of magnitude with the application of a positive
bias. We attributed the variations in total hemispherical volume with
different window materials and biases to the balance between SERF and
SEEF. This was confirmed through our model and simulations that de
pict an increase in SERF within and outside the beam region. The mi
crographs outside the beam annulus and SSIM qualitatively validated
that the increase in SERF can result in increased growth due to more
reducing species in the bulk.
Through the carbon:Si3N4-carbon coated LC assembly we controlled
electric fields within the Si3N4 window and modulation of AuNP growth.
Furthermore, we determined that applying a bias is a viable way to
modulate beam induced AuNP growth, implying that LCs in general can
be treated as an electrochemical cell. We note that surface effects and
the different nucleation barriers in the three window materials
complicate AuNP growth. However, we have focused on the growth of
AuNPs that provides information on the excess solvated, reducing,
electron conditions in the near surface region. Overall, these results can
serve as a template for future LPEM experiments and exemplify that
when investigating or mitigating sample damage or beam induced
radiolysis in the bulk, the window material must be taken into
consideration.

4.5. Carbon coating on Si3N4 chips
The Si3N4 chips were glow discharged for 30 seconds and subse
quently placed in a Leica ACE60 carbon coater. A 5 nm layer of carbon
was deposited to the back side of the AAO containing Si3N4 chips.
4.6. Liquid cell holder for AuNP growth
The liquid cell holder described in Azim et al. [7] was modified to
improve with a new gaskets and an adapter to accommodate using 3 mm
TEM grids. These modifications are depicted in Fig. 9.
Additionally this holder was modified with an electrical feedthrough

Fig. 8. Holder used for fabricating Si3N4, formvar and carbon AAO windows. a)
holder with Si3N4 chip containing AAO face side up, b) holder with lid, c)
holder for standard 3 mm TEM grids with AAO face side down.
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against Faraday cup currents with an R2 value of 0.997. From hereon the
correction factor was used to calculate the actual primary current.
4.9. Secondary electron current
To calculate the SE coefficient (σSE), the screen (Ip) and the secondary
emission current (Iemit) as measured by the sourcemeter currents were
recorded when biases of ± 20 and 0 V were applied to the windows or
holder. σSE was calculated by

σ SE =

Iemit
IP

(1)

4.10. AuNP Growth analysis
To correct for drift during image acquisition, the frames were aligned
with the ImageJ Linear Stack Alignment with SIFT plugin and subse
quently color inverted. A python script based off of “Custom Feature
Detection: Bubble tracking in 2D foams” which uses trackpy was used to
find and link the particle growth [59]. As we were only considering the
particle growth within each AAO well, the first step involved thresh
olding the stack of micrographs for one movie and cropping the indi
vidual wells that were not touching the periphery of the imaging area.
Picking of the AuNP involved an initial thresholding of the individual
AAO well. The AuNPs were marked in each frame depending on whether
the region area was greater or equal to 16 pixels. Trackpy was used to
connect the particles between each frame. To remove noise marked as a
particle, the tracked particles were discarded if they disappeared for two
frames and were present in less than 20 frames. This procedure was
repeated for the individual wells from one movie. As the aim was to
assess the overall AuNP growth in the movie, we did not discard win
dows with minimal to no AuNP growth. The total hemispherical volume
of AuNPs was calculated by:

Fig. 9. Modifications to liquid cell holder. a) gaskets on the lid and bottom with
the electrode on the right lid and holder. b) backside of holder showing elec
trical feedthrough. c) adapter for 3 mm TEM grids. d) Si3N4 liquid cell.

(Fig. 9b) to include two electrodes, one in contact with the bottom liquid
cell chip and the second connected to the outside holder through the lid
(Fig. 9a).
4.7. Liquid cell assembly
All assemblies took place outside of the liquid cell holder and used
0.3 µl drop of 20 mM HAuCl4 (chloroauric acid, HAuCl4 (Sigma Aldrich)
dissolved in deionized (DI) water). In the case of formvar and carbon,
the HAuCl4 solution was applied to an AAO containing TEM grid held by
tweezers, a second TEM grid with a cut flat side, was placed on top of the
HAuCl4 grid. The grids came together. The assembled grid was sand
wiched between the two copper adapters in the liquid cell holder
(Fig. 9c). For the formvar and carbon TEM grids, the copper adapter
conveniently ensured that the two windows are in contact with one
another. However, in order for the Si3N4 liquid cell chips to be con
nected to the electrode, a small amount of silver paint was placed on the
backside of the bottom chip. Silver paint was applied to the periphery of
the assembled liquid cell to guarantee electrical contact between the
chips.

V=

∑2
3

π R3

(2)

with R as the radius of the AuNP.
4.11. Liquid thickness
Following the acquisition of the AuNP growth in a region, we used a
variation of the intensity ratio method as described in Azim et al. to
record the liquid thickness [7]. This method is used in lieu of having
EELS. In case of the assembled AAO liquid cell, the original intensity
ratio method applicable for large area homogeneous samples does not
apply since large angle scattered electrons would add a significant
background, altering the signal. To mitigate this effect, we used a two
aperture approach wherein the intensity ratio of two images was
recorded
)
(
Int1
rtotal =
(3)
Int2 total

4.8. Current calibration
To account for drift in the initial calibration of the current density
readout on the phosphor viewing screen of the JEOL JEM-2100 TEM, a
correction factor similar to what was outlined in Azim et al. was
determined [7]. The liquid cell holder was used as a Faraday cup by
loading it with a 0.3 mm thick laser cut copper chip with a 0.5 mm hole
in the center so that the beam can be made either to pass through
un-scattered, or fully absorbed by the copper plate for current mea
surement. The generated electron beam was initially passed through the
center and the resulting phosphor screen current as displayed by the
TEM was recorded. Note that the readout is displayed as a current
density rather than a current, assuming homogeneous illumination of
the entire phosphor screen. Multiplying this readout by the screen area
As = πr2s , where rs = 8 cm, the corresponding current was calculated. The
sample holder was then moved so that the beam is fully absorbed by the
copper plate for precise current measurement. Biasing the copper plate
at +20 V minimized the loss of secondary electrons which could affect
the measurement. The absorbed current was measured with a Keithley
2614B sourcemeter, Itrue = Ibeamon − Ibeamo f f . The beam current was
varied in the range of 1-110 nA, and the correction factor f = Iscreen/Imeas
=0.74 ± 0.03 was extracted from a linear fit to the plot of phosphor

the two different objective apertures are compared, allow for an in
tensity ratio map with sub-frame resolution to be constructed. The total
thickness formula for this case becomes
t=

log(rtotal )
(1/l2 ) − (1/l1 )

(4)

where l2 and l1 are the mean free path of electron scattering to angles
beyond 8.75 mrad (522 nm) and 12.6 mrad (718 nm) in water respec
tively, Int2 and Int1 are the mean intensity for the l2 and l1 images.
To subtract the window thickness, rwin was introduced:
( )
Int1
rwin =
(5)
Int2 window
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which takes the average, Int1/Int2 intensities for two windows, 1.017 ±
0.003, 1.053 ±0.002, 1.011 ± 0.002 for formvar, Si3N4, and carbon
respectively. making the final equation for liquid layer calculation:
tliquid =

log(rtotal ) − log(rwin )
(1/l2 ) − (1/l1 )
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4.12. SERF simulation

Acknowledgement

The LC window and beam-induced charge layer was simulated as a
central circular disc (primary beam area) at a positive potential sur
rounded by an annulus at a different potential, the value and magnitude
depends on the different cases considered in Fig. 3. The disc and annulus
were assumed to be conductors. The thickness and distance to the
grounded plane, disc and annulus is 10 nm, and outer radii are 1 µm and
50 µm, respectively. These are floating above and not in electrical
contact with a conductive ground plate representing the liquid sample.
For Si3N4 and carbon we assumed a central disc potential of 2 V and 1 V
respectively, based on the assumption that the insulating
Si3N4 layer has a larger electrical breakthrough voltage than carbon.
The corresponding assumed breakdown field strengths are in the order
of 106 V/cm, which is realistic for thin film insulators, Si3N4 in particular
[60]. The outer annulus region potential was in the range of -1 V to +1
V, and -0.5 V to +0.5 V for Si3N4 and carbon, respectively.
To account for external bias effects, we applied an additional field of
0.04, 0 and -0.04 MV/m for positive, zero and negative bias, respec
tively. We calculated the electric fields for the 6 different scenarios using
the Poisson Superfish set of codes [61]. For more electric field simula
tion details, refer to the SI. The electric fields were then fed into a par
ticle tracking simulation using the ASTRA code [62] to predict the SEEF
and SERF dynamics based on our model. Here, the SE emission distri
bution was assumed to be spatially uniform over the central disc emis
sion region (radius 1 µm) with a transverse normalized emittance of 1
µrad⋅mm. A total of 100.000 particles were used for the simulations for
good statistics. The energy distribution was assumed to be of the form
[22].
dNSE 1
ESE
∝
dESE Ep (ESE + φw )4
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